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Chair’s
Report

Weare settling into a new rhythmandpurpose atOneDoor. I am

happy to say that the period during whichwewere reacting to the

huge challenges that wewere facing in the funding and service

provision landscape has passed and our organisation is now

beginning to create its own future. Over the past few years, the

staff ofOneDoor have simplified thewaywe are organised,made

our digital infrastructure fit for the rapidly changingway that we

are providing services, and helped break downbarriers to

communication. ThismadeOneDoor farmore capable of

reacting towhat has been a very difficult year with theCOVID-19

pandemic.

COVID has exacerbated the loneliness and isolation of toomany

of our people. Weoften talk of ourselves as a community, and

many of our programs are based around community -in the

clubhouses, in support groups or the centres that we run. These

communities have beenmassively disrupted by the pandemic

and the public healthmeasures brought in to control the spread

of the disease.We are now at the stage of reopening and reaching

out to our community, bringing themback. I would like to thank

our staff for the creativeways they adopted to solve themany

practical problems caused byCOVID-19 and continuing to

provide programswherever possible.

Looking into the year to come, although smaller we are financially

stable and confident in the newways that we are doing our work

which give us greater flexibility. This puts us in amuch stronger

position to connect to our community and activate it. These

changes have occurred because of the hardwork and leadership

of Kathi Boorman our CEOand I would like to thank her and her

team for what they have achieved over the past year.

Finally, I would like to thankmy fellowBoardmembers for the

effort that they put into their role. In particular, I would like to

thankNick Lunzer, who retired during the year from the Board

after being one of our consumer representatives formany years.

That job is a very difficult one balancing the demands of our

members who are consumerswith the issues and concerns of

the Board. Nick was able to do this. It remains a privilege to be the

Chair of this organisation.
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CEO’s
Report

This ismy second report as CEO for awonderful organisation

focused onmaking theworld better for people living withmental

illness and their loved ones. This year has been an eventful year –

not just for us as an organisation, but for the communities we

support. A year where our communities were facedwith the

tragedy of bushfires and the impact of theCOVID-19 pandemic.

In amongst these events that are outside our control, we have

been reminded atOneDoor of how important connection and

community is, not only for those living with amental illness and

their supporters, but for all of us.

Over 2019/20, OneDoor launched our three-year Strategic Plan

with the clear intention to be a thriving, scalable, people-focused

organisation, with a growing influence on practice and policy,

while driving change and connection for the people we support

and our communities. Alignedwith this purpose is our intention to

change thewaywework withinOneDoor so that our people are

given trust and autonomy through self-organising teams.We call

this Recovery 2gether. This commenced in July 2019with our

NDIS teams and has been transforming thewaywework as an

organisation. I have been proud of thewaymyOneDoor

colleagues have committed to this newway of working, as it

impacts the people we support in such a positive way.

It is as clear as it waswhen I started inmental health 27 years ago

that we still have a longway to go to have amental health system

thatmakes sense and that provides the services that people

need. Our consumers and carers continue to tell us that the

system is not working and remains fragmented. We are all hoping

that the Productivity Commission’s report and acceptance from

all levels of Governmentwill provide necessary system reform.

OneDoor is proud to be amember of theMental Illness

Fellowship of Australia, who continue to provide strong leadership

and guidance in this space. I would also like to thank theCEOs of

Wellways, Mind Australia, NEAMI National, StrideMental Health,

OpenMinds, and Flourish for our collaboration in 2019/20 and the

opportunity for joint advocacy to keep the conversation going on

system reform. I look forward to ongoing collaboration in the

years to come.

This report highlights themany and varied achievements and

stories for the people we support and our staff. We have been

busy to ensure that despite the challenges of the bush fires and

COVID-19, our dedicated staff and volunteers have continued to

provide great services. Not only have our frontline staffmade an

impact, but I would also like to congratulate our Support Hub

team for all the improvements theymade in our corporate

operations in 2019/20 to get our organisation towhere it is today.

I would like to thank all the people inOneDoor for their

continuous commitment to the people we support. It is clear how

passionate they are in their everydaywork. My thanks also to the

Board ofOneDoorMental Health for their guidance and support

of this great organisation. I know thatOneDoor will go from

strength to strength aswemove forwardwith purpose over the

next 12months.
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Aswe navigated through the uncertainty of COVID-19 and the

ever-changing nature of theNDIS, our teams have been quick to

adapt howour services are delivered and received.We have

worked hard to keep consumers and carers engaged and to

develop sustainable service delivery during this time. Our NDIS

Workers havemaximised resources and created an environment

of resilience inmaintaining and enhancing consumers’ wellbeing

with the use of technology. Many of our Support Coordinators are

geographically isolated themselves but remained positive and

consistent while adapting to a newway of working. Our Carer

Advocates also swiftly shifted to delivering supports via

videoconferencing, providing individual and group support as well

as education for carers on the use of technology to stay

connected.

Throughout a time of unpredictable change, OneDoor staff have

provided stability and connection for the people we support.

Thanks to generous donations fromLundbeck Australia and from

the LionsClub of Chatswood, wewere also able to provide

smartphones andmobile phone plans to 47 consumers and

carers who did not have access to the necessary technology to

stay in touchwith us or their loved ones during the pandemic.

OneDoor has continued the implementation of self-organising

teams under our NDIS portfolio. Using this purpose-driven

approach helps generate better outcomes by building on the

strengths of our consumers, carers, workforce, and the

organisation as awhole. Our Recovery 2gether Teams continue to

develop, strengthen and embed self-managing processes to

ensurewe aremeeting the standards and regulations outlined by

theNDIA, as well as the expectations of our consumers and

carers. Our NDISCoaches have sat alongside our Recovery

2gether Teams as they continue to build their confidence and

skills in self-organising - in the sameway that our teams sit

alongside our consumers, building confidence on their recovery

journey. Despite the challenges this year has presented, our

teams continue to explore newways of working and have found a

stronger sense of our values and purpose.

Strengthen
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OneDoor’s peer workforce also continues to grow across five

important support programs: Hospital to Home (H2H), Primary

IntegratedCare Supports (PICS), Connector inWestern Sydney,

Connector Hub in SouthWestern Sydney, andWestern Sydney

Recovery College. Our highly skilled peer workers and peer

educators bring their lived experience, compassion and personal

insights of recovery to their roles; successfully supporting over

2,000 consumers in the past year.We are dedicated to

prioritising thewellbeing and development of our peer workforce

through our Learning Circles initiative, where our peer workers

meet once amonth to share their practice experience and reflect

on their role and their strengths. The focus of the Learning Circles

is collaborative learning in a constructive, structuredway

supported by the facilitator.
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Whenwe firstmet, I had a very limited

understanding ofmental health. She told

me about her diagnosis and as a friend

then I felt quite helpless. I asked her

questions and allowed her to explain

things tome. Eight weeks into our

relationship, she had a severemotorbike

accident. In a couple of seconds, our lives

changed forever. Since then she's had

multiple surgeries and treatments, which

culminated in a below-knee amputation.

Understandably, this took a toll on her pre-

existingmental health.

Living with someonewith a severemental

health condition is complex and as a carer

you go through a range ofmixed emotions.

Over the years, I've felt scared, helpless,

angry, frustrated, guilty and often very

alone. But with that also comes deep

empathy, care, concern and immense love

formywife. I want to helpmake things

better. I thought if we followed the

medication and the treatment plan; if I

knew all of her triggers, then I could

potentially prevent a relapse.When she

got unwell, I felt terrible because I’d done

everything right but it still happened. Over

the years, I've realised that this is out of

my control. I have learned to step back

and allow it to run its course. Going

through a fewof those cycles has allowed

me to build resilience; to know that even

when things get really tough, that shewill

turn a corner andwewill come through.

This realisation has allowed us to grow

through these experiences and take

learnings fromeach one into the next.

Whenmywife goes through a period of

being severely unwell, she doesn't

remember a lot of what’s happened, but

the trauma forme is still real. Battling

those emotions can often be extremely

challenging. Initially, I thought therapywas

just her thing, but I've realised how

important it is forme to be heard; forme

to be able to sharemy concerns and feel

Nerissa
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supported. Self-care is crucial. It's really

important that we as carers feel

comfortable to ask for help and support,

sowe feel better enabled and equipped,

to care for our loved ones.

Receiving support fromOneDoor’s Carer

Programhasmade a big difference. Having

a dedicatedCarer Advocate that I can

easily talk to has really helpedmenavigate

some complex hospital situations, even

during this pandemic. Attending theCarer

Education Sessions has really openedmy

mind to the variousmental health

conditions and givenmedifferent

strategies to better respond tomywife's

needs. And participating in Support

Groups has allowedme to feel connected

to other cares going through similar

journeys asme.Wewere able to share and

leverage off each other's experience and

ideas to better care for our loved ones.

I now feel sowell supported, that I can be

better equipped to helpmywife. This has

given us the realisation, that whenwe

move from the ‘I’ to the ‘We’, whenwe ask

and reach out for help and support, it

allows us to shift the focus from Illness to

Wellness. And I amnow truly in a place of

acceptance. So, I want sharewith you five

key things that have really helpedme in

growing throughmy carer journey:

1. Knowyour limits – our experiences

can be different to thosewe care for

2. Ask for help – it takes courage to do so,

but itmakes all the difference

3. Build a support network –

you don’t have to do it on your own

4. Open andhonest communication –

is the key to building trust with your

loved one

5. Focus on theWellness –

make goodmemories to get you through

the rough times
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Building collaborative and partnership-

based relationships with our consumers,

carers, other service providers, and the

wider community continues to be a core

focus forOneDoorMental Health.

OneDoor’s headspaceCampbelltown

teamcontinues to lead collaborative

partnerships and community engagement

in the SouthWestern Sydney area.

Recently, headspaceCampbelltown

partneredwith Sarah RedfernHigh School

to run a capacity building session for all

students in Years 7-10 as part of R UOK?

Day. The sessionswere interactive and

designed to encourage young people to

start conversationswith each other about

theirmental health. ‘Rocktober’ was

another great collaborationwithGregory

Hills Rotary,Waratah Records, Upstairs at

Freds, and headspaceCampbelltown to

host amonth-long band competition that

aimed to raise awareness and reduce the

stigma associatedwithmental illness. The

event featured some terrific local bands

that used their platforms to open a space

to talk aboutmental health andwellbeing.

Members of our headspace

Campbelltown teamhave also joined the

Pasifika community in the ‘HopeWalk’, to

remember loved oneswho have died by

suicide and,most importantly, to end the

silence on this important topic.

OneDoorHealth Care continues to grow

their NDIS services through new

relationships in theWalgett community.

Our Health Care teamwas approached

due to difficulty in securing consistent and

high-quality clinical services for NDIS

participants in this region.While this is a

new collaboration, we are learning a lot

about the needs of small and remote

communities, in particular working

Collaborate

08OneDoor. Many Opportunities.
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alongside Aboriginal communities to

support Aboriginal health andwellbeing.

You inMind, a psychosocial treatment

program funded by SWSPHNand

delivered byOneDoorHealth Care, has

now grown to a group of 60 clinicians in

the SouthWestern Sydney area. This team

has supported over 800 consumers

between 2019-2020, working closely with

a number of cultural and spiritual

community leaders and organisations.

OneDoor is extremely proud to offer a

highly valued service to individuals in their

native languages and from safe and

familiar environments. Our Primary

IntegratedCare Supports (PICS) team

also continues to partner with trusted

community organisations tomake it easier

for consumers to access appropriate

supports, including 3 BridgesHurstville,

The VillageMedical Practice SummerHill,

NewtownTraders Co-working Space,

LebaneseMuslimAssociation, and Redlink

- FACSHousing andHealth partnership in

Redfern andWaterloo public housing.

Critical toOneDoor’s vision and strategic

plan is building a commonpurpose and

connecting our 51 support groups and

sub-committees in order to empower our

communities. This year, our Bankstown

Beautiful Minds group haswon several

grants and raised a significant amount of

funds to aid the renovations at Banks

House (aMental Health Unit at Bankstown

Hospital). The Beautiful Minds team

continues to support and build strong

relationships with staff, consumers and

carers fromBanksHouse, providing

regular yoga and art therapy classes for

inpatients. This kind of collaboration is a

great reminder of what we can achieve

together for our local communities.



Yvonne
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I started coming to theOneDoorMental

Health’s Illawarra Clubhouse over ten

years ago. I joined their clubhouse after

spending a couple of years in Shellharbour

Mental Health Rehab due to a breakdown,

which leftme unable to communicate

with others includingmy family and

friends. At the rehab, theywould holdmy

hand and try to chat withme, but I still

wasn’t able to have a conversation or

respond - I waswhat they callmute.

Once I left the rehab, I focusedmy

attention onmyself andmy recovery. The

key supports I foundmost effective during

my journeywere and continue to bemy

family, self-care and the skills, friendships

and hobbies I discovered through Illawarra

Clubhouse.

My brother Steven and daughter Kate

have been a big help tome throughmany

hard times. I take care ofmyself by

drinking lots of water, cooking, eating well,

takingmymedications and practising

breathing and relaxation exercises. I also

lovewriting poetry and keep a journal that

I update regularly.

At theClubhouse, I havemade close

friendships that continue today. I alsomet

some kind people who have introduced

me to newhobbies. I enjoy cardmaking

and I am learning things on the computer. I

also like chatting with the staff and other

members, playing board games and

friendly games of pool and ping pong. The

Clubhouse is really social and supportive

like that. I must say themain benefits of

theClubhouse are the connections and

relationships I havemade there. Everyone

has been an inspiring and intriguing part of

my life. They have got great workers and I

really respect and have a lot of time for

everyone there.

To tell you the truth, the best decision I’ve

evermadewas to come to Illawarra

Clubhouse. In the early stages ofmy

recovery, I was just trying to findmyway

and didn’t get that close to people. Over

time, with theClubhouse’s support, I’ve

gotten a lot better. I’ve finally comeout of

my shell and I amnow able to talk to

everyone.
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As always, 2019-2020 has been a year of strong

advocacy from theOneDoor community. The focus

ofmuch of our advocacy efforts has been on the

Productivity Commission Inquiry intoMental Health

and the Royal Commission into Violence, Abuse,

Neglect and Exploitation of People with Disability;

namely on the use of restrictive practices. OneDoor’s

PolicyOfficer, Dr Richard Schweizer, continues to use

his lived experience to advocate on these areas of

weakness in themental health systemand areas

where things need to be improved. Dr Schweizer also

produced a short research report this year, “TheCase

forMental Health Reform” that brought together

research into the benefits of treatingmental health

seriously, including the significant return-on-

investment ofmoney directed towardsmental health

in Australia.

The people we support talk to us about gaps in the

system that have continued since the introduction of

theNational Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS).

There are significant numbers of people unable to

access the psychosocial support they need.

Alongside other organisations, our call toGovernment

is to ensure that there are adequate block-funded

services in the system to support thosewith severe

and complexmental illness outside of theNDIS.We

have seen someof these services roll out through

PrimaryHealth Networks, but we are still greatly aware

of the fragmented service system. OneDoor has

joined a collaborationwith othermental health

organisations (NEAMI National, OpenMinds,

Wellways, StrideMental Health and Flourish) to

ensure that our collectivemessage is heard to

Government. This partnership strengthens our ability

to advocate on behalf of thosewe support into the

future.

Since the launch ofOneDoor’s second officially

endorsed Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) in 2019,

our RAPWorkingGroup has beenworking hard on

operationalising the actions set out in the plan.

Thrive
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Todate theWorkingGroup have actioned 48%of the

plan, with an additional 40%currently in progress.

The remaining actions are due to commence in

2020/21. As an organisation, OneDoor’s ongoing

vision for reconciliation is a community that has a

deep respect for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

people, including those living withmental illness, their

families, carers, and kinship groups.Wewill continue

to support authentic advocacy efforts towards

Makarrata, a process of peace and the coming

together of twoworlds, as we seek to increase our

connectionwith Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

communities.

This year, our annualmental health symposiumwent

ahead virtually to ensure that we continued our

important advocacywork during a timewhen people

living withmental illness, their families and carers

needed support themost. ‘Stay Connected’ was the

theme for this year’s event andwewere so pleased to

see a total of 708 people connect across 20

workshops throughout theweek. The virtual event

waswelcomedby those living in regional and rural

areaswho normally could not attend. This year’s

digital approach also allowed us to collaborate and

promote Schizophrenia AwarenessWeek (SAW) to a

wider audience. This approach strengthened

partnerships, promoted a unified voice during this

important week, and connected consumers, carers

and peer organisations across Australia. A big thank

you to theMental Illness Fellowship of Australia

(MIFA), BridgesHealth &Community Care, Mental

Illness FellowshipWA,Mental Health Foundation ACT,

Caring Fairly, and SANEAustralia for your

contribution to the success of this year’s

symposium.OneDoor continues to aspire to

positively influence themental health sector through

innovation in service delivery, our impact on policy,

and by sharing expertise to join-up policy and

practicewith lived experience ofmental illness.
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Jayke
Manager,Western Sydney Recovery College

I have beenwithOneDoorMental Health

for a year and a half now, well almost. I am

themanager ofWestern Sydney Recovery

Collegewhich provides free education on

mental illness andmental wellbeing for

those living andworking inWestern

Sydney. I speakwith authenticity when I

say that working atOneDoorMental

Health is a privilege. One of the things I

have truly appreciated about working here

is that the values of the organisation are

lived, not just words on a page.We are all

perfectly fallible humanbeings, I had a

bosswhowould say. “If I haven’tmade a

mistake by 11am, then I am just not trying”.

Our humanity and individualism are

celebrated atOneDoor, self-organised

teams are a testament to that.What works

best for your team to achieve the

outcomes of your service is heard and

acted on, we focus on the individual and

truly value lived experience, expertise and

knowledge.

One ofmy personal values is integrity and

beingmybest self, bringingmy best work,

but recognisingmy own limitations, and

opportunities to grow and learn.

My teamand I know each other well and

we recognise our own skill set and areas

for growth. My limitations includemy

attention to detail, andmy teamand I

regularly laugh atmy scattered nature.

When itmight be an issue, we are

comfortable to acknowledge it and I am

open to be better or try new things to

manageme.Who I am is valued, not just

the idea of who I am.

Outside ofmywork withOneDoor I work

with Domestic ViolenceNSWas a victims

advocate and sharemy experience of

domestic violence. I speakwith themedia,

magistrates, police, at conferences etc.

about howdomestic violence impacted

mymental health and I work to effect

change in the Australian understanding

and response to domestic violence. As a

personwith lived experience, I bring this

intomywork and drive to be community

led and to respond to need quickly and

creatively. I ampassionate about sharing

the knowledge I have, to showothers that

resilience, recovery and indeed thriving is

possible.
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SCHIZOPHRENIA
FELLOWSHIP OF NSW LTD
Financial Report for the year ended 30 June 2020
ABN 58 903 786 913
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MentalHealth

The Old Gladesville Hospital
Building 36, Digby Rd, Gladesville NSW 2111

1800 THE KEY (843 539)
onedoor.org.au

One Door Mental Health is supported by the Commonwealth Department of Social Services,
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